
SALES CIRCULAR  No.D-52/2001 
 
  
  Memo No. Ch-62/SE/Comml./R-16 
  Dated :  01.06.2001 
 
Subject: Tatkal Scheme, 2001 for grant of Tubewell connections under 

Agriculture Pumping Supply category. 
 
Tatkal scheme for release of tubewell connections for single pole and LT cable 

connections was issued vide Sales Circular No.D-14/2000 dated 

02.05.2000. Similarly another Tatkal scheme for release of 

Tubewell connections by providing 11 KV line and the transformer 

was issued vide Sales Circular No.D-51/2000 dated 29.09.2000. 

The eligibility tenure of these schemes has already expired. To 

facilitate the release of tubewell connections, afresh Tatkal scheme 

for releasing tubewell connections under single pole, LT cable 

connections and by providing 11 KV line has been considered and 

the scheme is being issued again with salient features as below: - 

 

L.T. SINGLE POLE AND CABLE CONNECTIONS 

 

1. The scheme shall be made available to all the applicants for tubewell 

connection whose applications have been received upto 30.04.2001, they 

will be served a notice to opt for release of their connection under this 

scheme against cash deposit in case their tubewell site falls under these 

categories. 

 

2. A separate seniority list of willing consumers be prepared under cable 

connection of single pole connection categories. 

 

3. The cable connection can be released to such tubewell applicant who will 

require a maximum of 20 meters length of cable from the nearest LT pole 

upto the tubewell bore. He would be required to deposit a non-refundable 



amount of RS.20,000/- (Rs. Twenty Thousand). Out of this 50% will be 

deposited alongwith consent for out of turn connection under this category 

and balance 50% before the actual release of connection. 

 

4. The applicants whose connections fall within maximum of 90 meters         

(70 meters LT span plus 20 meter cable) of the nearest LT line upto the 

tubewell bore, which should be in the land belonging to applicant, shall be 

released the tubewell connection under single pole category and would be 

required to deposit a non-refundable amount of Rs.30,000/- (Rs.Thirty 

Thousand). Out of this 50% will be deposited with the consent letter and 

balance 50% before release of connection. 

 

5. The total length of LT line from the transformer shall not exceed 1200 feet 

including the extension in both the above cases. 

 

6. In case the existing distribution transformer is fully loaded and is not in a 

position to feed the load of these applicants, the augmentation of the 

transformer either by installing a higher capacity transformer or by an 

additional 25KVA transformer would be carried out by the Nigam at its 

cost.   

 

7. The SDO (OP) would issue a notice in writing to the tubewell applicants at 

least 15 days before the release of connection to deposit the balance 50% 

amount. The connections would only be released after the consumer 

deposits the balance amount. 

 

8. While receiving the consent letters, their entry will be made in separate 

registers maintained for this purpose. A receipt duly signed by the SDO 

concerned shall be provided to the applicant on receipt of consent letter. 

The applicants who have already submitted test reports shall be entered in 

register No.1. While those applicants who have not been issued demand 



notices/who have not submitted test reports, their names shall be entered 

in register No.2 in the order of the receipt of the consent. 

 

9. The consent letters of the applicants who have submitted the test reports 

shall be considered as per their original seniority based on date of receipt 

of test reports at the expiry of the notice period and revised seniority list 

prepared accordingly. 

 

10. The consent letters of the applicants mentioned in register No.1 and 2 

shall be got immediately verified in terms of policy guidelines by the SDO 

(OP) concerned within a period of 15 days. 

 

11. The eligible applicants from register No.1 should be issued a notice for 

payment of 100% of the amount within 10 days. In case the amount is not 

deposited within 10 days the next senior applicant will be considered. 

 

12. Under register No.2 demand notice shall be issued to the applicants in the 

order of receipt of their consent letters. The demand notice should 

mention the submission of test report as also the payment of 100% of the 

amount within a period of one month. 

 

13. In these cases the final seniority for release of tubewell connections shall 

be determined from the date 100% money due is deposited. 

 

14. A regular receipt indicating the serial number of the register at which the 

consent is entered will be issued to the applicant invariably. 

 

H.T. CONNECTIOINS FOR TWO POLES AND ABOVE 

 

1. The scheme shall be made available to all the applicants for tubewell 

connection whose applications have been received upto 30.04.2001, they 



will be served a notice to opt for release of their connection under this 

scheme against cash deposit in case their tubewell site falls under this 

category. 

 

2. The prospective applicants shall be required to deposit Rs.45,000/0 in 

case of erection of 11 KV line upto 2 spans of 70 meters each. For 

erection of lines from 3 to 5 spans of 70 meters each. Rs. 60,000/- would 

be required to be deposited by the consenting applicant.  A cable length of 

a maximum of 20 meters shall be provided extra from the transformer to 

tubewell bore. For each additional span of 70 meters beyond spans of 11 

KV line an additional deposit of the Rs.7,000/- would be made by the 

consumer. In addition the applicant shall also be required to deposit the 

cost of transformer which would be supplied by the Nigam. The 

replacement and maintenance of the distribution transformer shall be the 

liability of the consumer. 

 

3. The applicants opting to take connection under this scheme would submit 

their consent alongwith a deposit of Rs.25,000/- (Rupees Twenty Five 

Thousands) within 15 days from the date of issue of this scheme. Demand 

notices to the applicants who have not submitted their test reports, will be 

issued as per seniority of receipt of their consent alongwith deposit. The 

applicants to whom demand notices are issued will submit their test 

reports. 

 

4. The applicants who have already submitted their test reports will submit 

their consent alongwith deposit of the Rs.25,000/-. However, their seniority 

would be fixed from the date they deposit the remaining amount to be 

deposited alongwith the defaulting amount if any. 

 

5. The verification of distance etc. would be carried out by the SDO (OP) 

incharge within 30 days of receipt of consent. 



 

6. A common seniority will be maintained on the deposit of total amount 

payable and clearance of defaulting amount and after submission of test 

report. After the deposit of total amount and submission of test report, a 

notice for depositing total cost of transformer shall be sent to the applicant. 

The final seniority list shall be made on the basis of the date of deposit of 

the final amount and the connections will be released accordingly. The 

applicants who fail to deposit the balance amount in time would rank junior 

to the applicants who make their deposit in time. 

 

It would be further noted that in case of both the above schemes, following 

should also be complied with: - 

1. The scheme will be in operation w.e.f. 01.06.2001 to 30.06.2001 only. 

 

2. The applicant will submit the consent in the form enclosed. 

 

3. The connection shall be released as metered connection only and 

electronic meter shall be installed. 

 

4. The applicant should not be defaulter in DHBVN for any category of 

connection in his name of in the name of any member of his family and 

before accepting the options from desirous applicants SDO (OP) must 

verify it. 

 

5. The SDO (OP) will certify personally about the actual distances of single 

pole, cable connection, HT lines and the total distance of 1200 feet of LT 

line after verification at site. 

 

6. All other terms and conditions for new connection will remain unchanged.  

 



Wide publicity should be given to this scheme so that maximum number of 

people make use of it. 

 

 

                                                        Sd/- 
S.E./Commercial 

 For GM/Commercial,DHBVNL, Hisar 
 
  

 
  
 
 
 



 
CONSENT FORM 

 
 I ____________________________S/o 
_________________________resident of Village ________________ Tehsil 
_____________ District ______________ have applied for a tubewell 
connection vide Application No.____________ dated ________. I have not 
submitted/submitted the test report on _____________ I have installed a 
motor of ______ BHP as per details indicated in the Application form. I 
hereby offer my consent to obtain the connection under Tatkal scheme 
notified by the DHBVN vide Instructions issued by as per Sales Circular 
No.D-52/2001 dated 01.06.2001 for which I undertake to deposit an amount 
of Rs.__________ towards cost of the connection. Then cost of the 
transformer required for releasing the connection would be borne by me. 
 
 I tender herewith an amount of Rs.25,000/- in cash/Cheque alongwith my 

consent on demand, before release of the connection. There is no defaulting 

amount in DHBVN in my name or in the name of my family members for any 

category of connection. 

 

 

Name of Applicant: _______________________ 

Address: _______________________________ 

_____________________________________ 

 


